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Abstract
Augusta Read Thomas (1964-) composes in many genres. Her music is often
filled with subtle nuances of articulation and color, and contains many intentional
"surprises." Thomas achieves these sound effects by applying three compositional
principles: by providing a score with detailed instructions and additional information that
result in the feeling of "spontaneity"; by using her "organic" language to transform the
connections to the past or to living composers; and by considering all musical elements as
one "gestalt" to form her music.
Six Piano Etudes (1996-2005) and Traces (2006) are filled with "surprises," in
which the listener can discover elements of unpredictability in the journey to appreciating
her music. This document will explore how these three compositional principles are
reflected in these two sets, with a focus on Thomas’ own compositional methods of
establishing "connections" and "transformations" as an approach to create
"unpredictability" within the two sets.
Each of the Six Piano Etudes makes reference to one past or living composer,
while each movement of Traces makes references to two composers (or two styles). I will
explore how Thomas takes the gestures explored by each of these composers and
interprets them by using her own creative ideas. The set-theory analysis will provide
examples of Thomas’ "organic language" as she combines every two etudes into one pair
in Six Piano Etudes. The analysis of Thomas’ methods of varying the same motive in
different ways also illustrates how the composer creates the effect of unpredictability and
spontaneity.

viii
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Chapter I
Introduction
This document will discuss the two primary sets of piano pieces by Augusta Read
Thomas. They are the Six Piano Etudes (1996-2005) and Traces (2006), and their
complete movements are listed below:
Six Piano Etudes
I. Orbital Beacons – Homage to Luciano Berio
II. Fire Waltz – Homage to Béla Bartók
III. Cathedral Waterfall – Homage to Olivier Messiaen
IV. On Twilight – Homage to Pierre Boulez
V. Rain at Funeral – Homage to Morton Feldman
VI. Twitter-Machines – Homage to David Rakowski
Traces
I. Reverie: Like Robert Schumann (The Poet Speaks) crossed with George Crumb
II. Caprice: Like Scarlatti’s Baroque Ornamentation crossed with Art Tatum
III. Tango: Like Astor Piazzolla crossed with John Coltrane
IV. Impromptu: Like Thelonious Monk crossed with Chopin
V. Toccata: Like J.S Bach crossed with Bebop
Biography
Augusta Read Thomas (born 1964 in New York) is one of the most well-known
composers today. In 2007, Thomas’ double concerto for flute and violin, Astral Canticle,
was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in Music. Her work is also featured on the Grammywinning CD Colors of Love (1999) by Chanticleer. Her orchestral works are widely
performed by the world's top orchestras, including the Berlin Philharmonic, the New
York Philharmonic, the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and
the London Symphony. Prominent conductors of her music include Christoph
Eschenbach, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Daniel Barenboim, Pierre Boulez, Seiji Ozawa, and
Oliver Knussen, among others.
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Thomas has served as composer-in-residence for many world-class orchestras
including the Eugene Symphony Orchestra for the 2017-2018 concert season. She was
the longest-serving Mead Composer-in-Residence with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
for conductors Daniel Barenboim and Pierre Boulez from 1997 to 2006. She was MUSIC
ALIVE! Composer-in-Residence with the New Haven Symphony, a national residency
program of The League of American Orchestras and Meet the Composer.
In addition to being an active composer, Thomas is also devoted to teaching and
advocating for new music. She currently serves as a University Professor of Composition
in Music at The University of Chicago. During her residency at the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, she established the successful MusicNOW series, through which she promoted
the works of many other living composers. In 2016, she founded the University of
Chicago's Center for Contemporary Composition. In the same year, Thomas also led the
Ear Taxi Festival, a 6-day-long new music festival celebrating the vital new music scene
in Chicago.
Thomas’ compositional output is prolific and varied. She has composed solo
works for piano, string and woodwind instruments, concertos, chamber music, chorus,
band, dance and ballet, operas, and symphony orchestra.
Thomas owes much of her success to her ability to create a unique compositional
language which always sounds expressive, subtle and colorful. Many critics and media
have spoken highly of her music. Edward Reichel (Utah Arts Reviewer), wrote,
Augusta Read Thomas has secured for herself a permanent place in the pantheon
of American composers of the 20th and 21st centuries. She is, without question,
one of the best and most important composers that this country has today. Her
music has substance and depth, and a sense of purpose. She has a lot to say, and
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she knows how to say it — and say it in a way that is intelligent yet appealing and
sophisticated. 1
Musical Background
Thomas’ interest in composing grew from her childhood. As a toddler, Thomas
explored the keyboard and its variety of sound possibilities, something that became an
important element of her future compositions. She began to take piano lessons at age four
and continued until college. She also learned the trumpet and was a trumpet major at
Northwestern University as an undergraduate student. Adding trumpet and ensemble
participation helped to give her a clear understanding of different roles as a soloist and as
a group player when writing music for different genres. Thomas composed her first piece
for large ensemble and it was performed when she was in 9th grade. She had already
written a number of large works before and during college, many of which were read or
performed by school ensembles and orchestras where she studied. These early
performance and composition experiences laid a solid foundation for her to launch a
career as a professional composer. 2
The music of J.S Bach has been a particularly strong influence on Thomas. She
was fascinated by Bach's sense of form, intricate counterpoint, rhythmic pulse, and
harmonic language.
I consider J.S. Bach to be my most important teacher. Every day of my life
includes the music of Bach. I love his music for far too many reasons to list, but
for starters: its magic, sublime beauty, invention, craft, clarity, intensity, elegance,
concision, perfection, technical mastery, form, flow, integration, magnetism,
humanity, spirituality, empathy, power, civility, and grace. For me, Bach's music
1
Augusta Read Thomas, “Augusta Read Thomas -Composer,” accessed May 8, 2021,
http://www.augustareadthomas.com/about/index.html.
2
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, “Conversations with Composers: Augusta Read Thomas,” May 18,
2018, Youtube Video, 11:17, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5VmYqrHOZM&t=280s.
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will always be contemporary because it is timeless; to me, it sounds "fresh" and
vivid in any context or epoch. 3
During my interview with her on Six Piano Etudes and Traces, Thomas
mentioned Bach many times, the Well-Tempered Clavier (1722 and 1742) in particular.
She explained that none of Bach’s preludes or fugues are long, but each piece is
condensed, and each individual note can find its meaning in Bach's music. Bach's style in
the Well-Tempered Clavier became Thomas’ inspiration as she constructed Six Piano
Etudes (1996-2005) and Traces (2006). As a result, each piece of these two sets is
concise and precise.
Regarding her connection with jazz, Thomas explains, "It is clear, in all my
works, that I have been listening to jazz for 45 years. I am not a composer of "cross-over"
jazz pieces—rather, there is a deeply integrated and digested sense related to jazz
harmonies, flexibility, spontaneity, and flow which can be sensed." 4 Her jazz influence is
evidenced, in part, by the use of extended jazz-like chords, such as the extended
dominant-ninths or eleventh chords that permeate her music. 5
In various interviews, Thomas mentioned that Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong as the two figures from the world of jazz who most strongly influenced her.
Ella Fitzgerald, America's so-called "first lady of song," is best remembered for her "scatsinging." Scat-singing is a technique of vocal improvisation which makes use of nonsense
syllables. This wordless approach to singing results in a more instrumental approach to
the voice. Louis Armstrong, like Fitzgerald, was also skilled at scat-singing. He was also

Augusta Read Thomas, “Augusta Read Thomas-Composer-Augusta on J.S Bach’s Influences on Her
Work”, accessed on May 8, 2021, http://www.augustareadthomas.com/about/writings/bach.html.
4
Augusta Read Thomas, “Augusta on Jazz Influences on her Work,” accessed on May 8, 2021,
http://www.augustareadthomas.com/about/writings/jazz.html.
5
Augusta Read Thomas, “On Twilight,” in Six Piano Etudes, (New York: G. Schirmer, 2006), 10.
3
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one of the most influential jazz trumpet players in jazz history. Thomas would often play
trumpet along with Armstrong's recordings. Thomas composed a chamber work named
Scat (2007) scored for flute, clarinet, violin, cello, and piano. Throughout this piece, the
various instruments often imitate scat-singing, whereas in the context of a jazz piece,
scat-singing seeks to imitate an instrumental sound or approach. In my interview with
Thomas 6, she scat-sang her music as she explained what kind of sound she wanted.
Scatting has become an explicit method for her to depict the sound vividly and precisely.
Thomas’ music is often inspired by poetry, from a beautifully constructed poem
by Wallace Stevens or Emily Dickinson, to the fanciful free use of line, word and
punctuation of e.e. cummings. Thomas has employed over a hundred poem texts for her
songs, choral and chamber music works. In her program notes, she has explained how
her choice of text fit her musical ideas. For example, her choral work, Chanting to
Paradise (2002), is a commissioned work of five movements intended as a companion to
Mozart’s Requiem (1791). Thomas’ music commences immediately after the chorus sings
"qua resurget ex favilla judicandus homo reus" (When from the ashes shall arise, all
humanity to be judged) of Mozart's "Lacrimosa" from the Requiem. 7 The beginning of
Thomas’ music remains quiet, smooth and elegant, and the depiction of leaving earth for
heaven from the poem by Emily Dickinson, "Pass to thy Rendezvous of Light"
seamlessly connects to the topic of death in "Lacrimosa," and reflects Mozart’s death at
the same time.

6
7

August Read Thomas, Zoom interview by the Author, December 3, 2020.
Thomas, http://www.augustareadthomas.com/composition/chantingparadise.html.
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Figure 1: Text for the First Movement of Chanting to Paradise (2002) by Emily
Dickinson
Pass to thy Rendezvous of Light,
Pangless except for us Who slowly ford the Mystery
Which thou hast leaped across! 8
Thomas has also been inspired by visual arts. The final piano etude from the Six
Etudes, "Twitter- Machines" (2005), is based on Paul Klee's painting "Twittering
Machine" (1922) (Figure 2). The painting depicts a loosely sketched group of birds on a
wire or branch, connected to a hand-crank. The birds are forced to chirp whenever
someone turns the crank. The sound from the birds becomes mechanical rather than a
spontaneous chirping. Thus, this etude contains passages of repetitive notes imitating the
mechanical sound.
Even beyond literature and paintings, nature itself has been an inspiration for
Thomas’ work. She mentioned that nature is the best teacher for her. Even looking at tree
branches and observing how they grow, can be seen as art. All aspects of nature serve to
inspire her work 9.

Emily Dickinson, edited by R.W Franklin, The Poems of Emily Dickinson (Harvard University Press,
1999), poem No.1564.
9
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra, “Conversations with Composers: Augusta Read Thomas.”
8

7
Figure 2: "Twittering Machine" (1922) by Paul Klee 10

In Six Piano Etudes, each etude contains an abstract, poetic title. These abstract
titles open a space for the audience to enter and explore the music on their own.
Additionally, these poetic titles allow for individual interpretations as to their specific
meaning.
In both piano sets, one can easily notice the jazz idioms while listening. In some
ways, Thomas modeled both sets after Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier. This can be
observed in their conciseness of each individual piece, the tight organization of the
musical material and the rich presentation of ideas. The second chapter will include an

Paul Klee, Twittering Machine (Zwitscher-Maschine), 1922/151, watercolor and pen and ink on oil
transfer drawing on paper, mounted on cardboard, 25 ¼*19 in, The Museum of Modern Art, NY, accessed
May 17, 2021, https://www.paulklee.net/twittering-machine.jsp.
10
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analysis of how Thomas connects her musical ideas to past or living composers, and the
third chapter will focus on how she uses her "organic language" to transform the ideas in
order to create unpredictability.
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Chapter II
Three Compositional Principles as Seen in Thomas’ Six Piano Etudes and Traces
The various influences referred to in the previous chapter, including those of J.S
Bach and other classical composers, jazz music, poetry, paintings, and nature, helped to
forge Thomas’ compositional aesthetic. Nuance, spontaneity, transformation, and gestalt
become Augusta Read Thomas’ guiding compositional principals.

1. A Highly-Nuanced Score to Create a Feeling of Spontaneity
In my interview with Thomas, she explained that her compositions begin with
experimentation with many different melodic ideas until she finds the exact sound quality
and shape that she is looking for. Thomas typically goes to great lengths to internalize
certain rhythms or melodic ideas. She does so through dancing or tapping certain
rhythmic patterns, or singing various motivic or melodic ideas, before actually putting
pen to paper. Once she starts composing, her energy remains intense until the piece is
completed.
I love composing. In a good way, my nerve endings for sound are always dialed
up high – actually, they are on perpetual alert. If I hear one note or chord or if, for
example, I play one on an instrument, I get lit up as if electric shock ribbons
instantly race from my ears and fingertips to my imagination, and then my
creativity and craft play high-speed ping-pong! Where the ball is bouncing back
and forth 100 times a second.
The outcomes are unpredictable to me. I stay flexible. Everything is malleable,
springy, stretchy, coil-able, color-able, twistable, bouncing, zig-zagging, and
splinter-able. It feels like I am dancing with contrapuntal flickering sonic lights
that accumulate into a spinning pinwheel spawning sound and form. I slide, skate,
swivel, and spin with my materials - crafting nuance and finesse - and then I
sculpt, shape, chisel, fashion, and form.
At the end of all of that, I feel as if the piece wrote me – not as if I wrote the
piece! My music has its own inner life. If I listen carefully, the piece I am
composing will tell me what it next needs. 11
11

Thomas, “Augusta Read Thomas -Composer.”
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The final version of the composition remains uncertain until the very end. Thomas’
compositions are filled with specific instructions for each phrase or even each individual
note with different dynamics, articulation, rhythmic syntax and verbal depiction. This is
the case not only in her piano works, but also in the other genres. She explains:
Although highly notated, precise, carefully structured, soundly proportioned, and
while musicians are elegantly working from a nuanced, specific text, I like my
music to have the feeling that it is organically being self-propelled - on the
spot. As if we listeners are overhearing a captured improvisation. 12
To achieve each nuance, and to hear it performed with perfect articulation,
intonation and color necessitates a highly detailed score, Thomas seeks the balance
between nuance and spontaneity, and all the nuances she writes in her music help sculpt a
feeling of unpredictability. It is tempting for performers of her music to be obsessed with
merely the compositional complexity while ignoring the general musical gestures, which
will dilute the feeling of spontaneity embedded in the score. Thus, Thomas expects that
her music will always sound as if being improvised by the performer, instead of having
the listeners realize that it was she who purposely crafted the spontaneity.
The figure below is taken from the second etude of Six Piano Etudes, "Fire
Waltz" (Figure 3). 13 The different rhythmic groupings and articulation, along with rapid
dynamic changes already embody an impression of unpredictability; hence, during a live
performance, to maximize the feeling of spontaneity, the performers will need to think
more about the musical gestures rather than focusing only on executing the score
accurately.

12
13

Augusta Read Thomas, “Composer’s Notes,” in Traces (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc, 2010.)
Augusta Read Thomas, “Fire Waltz,” in Six Piano Etudes (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc, 2006), 5.
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Figure 3: Augusta Read Thomas (1964-), “Fire Waltz” (1996), mm.49-59

2. “Connections” and “Transformations”
There are different ways in which a composer can refer or pay homage to other
composers. Busoni's Variationen und Fuge in freier Form über F. Chopin's C-moll
Präludium, Op.22 (1884) directly quotes music from Chopin's C-minor Prelude, Op.28
No.20 (1839). One might also write in the style of the other composer without any direct
quotation (for example, the Chopin and Paganini movements from Schumann’s
Carnaval, Op.9 (1834). Each piece in Six Piano Etudes references one composer, and in
Traces, each movement references two composers. Which path Thomas chooses to pay
homage to any given composer remains unpredictable. In fact, Thomas explores
characteristic gestures of each of these composers in the two sets, and for each piece, her
treatment of transforming the gesture is unique.
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The first etude is an homage to the avant-garde composer Luciano Berio, known
for exploring dramatic and spatial sound effects 14 (Figure 4a). Thomas transforms this
idea by using the sustaining pedal throughout the entire piece to create resonance as
background by using extreme dynamic contrasts (sffz and pp) and contrasting
articulations (sffz notes all accented, pp figures all slurred) to distinguish the layers of
voices (Figure 4b).

Figure 4 a: Luciano Berio (1925-2003), “Brin” from Six Encores (1990) 15, m.1

David Osmond-Smith and Ben Earle, "Berio, Luciano," Grove Music Online, (2001); accessed May 18,
2021. https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000002815.
15
Luciano Berio, “Brin,” in Six Encores for Piano, (Vienna, Austria: Universal Edition, 1990), 1.
14

13
Figure 4 b: Augusta Read Thomas (1964-), “Orbital Beacons” (1996), mm.1-4

The second etude is an homage to Béla Bartók, who collected and arranged
hundreds of Hungarian and Romanian folk tunes. The nationalist idioms, in addition to
the original melodies, include bitonality, irregular rhythmic groupings, and a percussive
character (Figure 5a) 16. To translate Bartok's use of Hungarian folk elements into
Thomas’ American heritage, Thomas creates a Boogie-woogie bass line to accompany
jazz-like chords (Figure 5b). Thomas’ steady bass-line could also be reminiscent of the
ostinato B's in Bartok's piano sonata (the lower register line). The irregular rhythms and
unexpected accents on those chords in "Fire Waltz" sound as though they are improvised
in the moment. This jazz feeling well represents the American nationalist idiom. At the
same time, it seems connected to Bartok's sf notes in Example 5a to increase the rhythmic
instability.

16

Béla Bartók, Piano Sonata Sz.80, (Vienna, Austria: Universal Edition, 1927), 1.

14
Figure 5 a: Béla Bartók (1881-1945): Piano Sonata (1926), Sz.80, Mvt. 1, mm.1-6

Figure 5 b: Thomas, "Fire Waltz" (1996), mm.1-12

French composer, Olivier Messiaen, infused his music with both the love of
nature and his catholic faith. In "Noël", the 13th movement of his solo religious piano
work (Figure 6a), Vingt Regards sur l'Enfant-Jésus (1944), the wide use of dissonance
and tritones reflects the character of the Russian bell tunings in their Orthodox zvonï
(chimes or peals). 17 Similarly, in Thomas’ "Cathedral Waterfall," Thomas uses the
chords of an extended jazz harmony idiom 18, which also contains dissonance and

Price, Percival, Charles Bodman Rae, and James Blades, "Bell (i)," Grove Music Online,
(2001), accessed June 9, 2021,
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000042837.
18
Thomas, “Composer’s Notes” in Six Piano Etudes.
17

15
tritones, manipulating resonances of different bell sounds, reminiscent of the Catholic
carillon and chimes (Figure 6b).

Figure 6 a: Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992), “Noël” from Vingt Regards sur l'EnfantJésus 19 (1944), mm.23-24

Figure 6 b: Thomas, "Cathedral Waterfall" (2003), mm.21-23

Composer and conductor Pierre Boulez (who also premiered many of Thomas’
orchestral works) pushed serial music to a strict degree of pitch, dynamics, and duration
(total serialism). Another feature present in many of Boulez's works was his use of one
preponderant harmonic interval which acts as the main element of a movement or an

Olivier Messiaen, “Noël,” in Vingt Regards sur l'Enfant-Jésus, (Durand S.A: United Music Publishers
Ltd, 1947), p.92.
19

16
entire piece. 20 Figure 7a 21 shows an excerpt of the third movement of his second piano
sonata (1947-1948). Intervals of major 2nds can be discovered throughout the entire
piece, and the rapid travel between piano registers and the exploration of extreme
registers adds a fierce and energetic color to the movement. In Thomas’ etude "On
Twilight," instead of following total serialism, she uses extended jazz harmonies with
occasional dynamics based on pre-determined serial rules (Figure 7b). At the same time,
the use of major 2nd intervals, along with the outer two layers, in the two most extreme
registers of the piano, symbolizes "the emergence of everything else in the evening
cosmos" 22 and seems to be a reminiscence of Boulez’s sound (Figure 7c).

Figure 7 a: Pierre Boulez (1925-2016), Piano Sonata No.2 (1947-1948), 3rd movement,
mm.38-41

Figure 7 b: Thomas, "On Twilight" (2003), Serial Dynamics, mm.51-53

20
G.W. Hopkins and Paul Griffiths. "Boulez, Pierre." Grove Music Online, (2001), accessed June 10, 2021,
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000003708.
21
Pierre Boulez, Second Piano Sonata, (Heugel & CIE, France, 1950), p.27.
22
Thomas, “Composer’s Notes,” in Six Piano Etudes.
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Figure 7 c: Thomas, “On Twilight,” High-Low Contrasting Key Areas, mm.16-18

The fifth piano etude, "Rain at Funeral," is an homage to the 20th-century
American composer Morton Feldman, a close friend of John Cage and a fellow proponent
of indeterminate music. Feldman's piano music often consists of contrasts between the
high and low register, and his rhythms seem to be free and floating (Figure 8a). 23 He also
prefers soft dynamic levels because he wants to enjoy the timbre rather than the attack of
the instrument. His compositional ideas are synchronous with this miniature etude by
Thomas, which is subtle, intricate, and intimate. "Rain at Funeral" opens with the single
note G2, joined by spaced-out dissonant notes F3 and Eb1 to create a "meditative; like
slow bells at a funeral march" sound effect, and the "raindrop" and pp markings on the
middle register make each note delicate and subtle (Figure 8b) 24. Although the music
contains several ascending lines, Thomas addresses that "the etude should feel as if it is
always pulling downward to the low notes." 25 In this way, the music constantly generates
a sorrowful atmosphere, as if the witnesses to the funeral are trying to hold back their
sighs and keep the tragic moment to themselves.

Morton Feldman, Piano, (London: Universal Edition, 1981), 1.
Thomas, “Rain at Funeral,” in Six Piano Etudes, 14.
25
Ibid, 14.
23
24
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Figure 8 a: Morton Feldman (1926-1987), Piano (1977), mm.1-6

Figure 8 b: Thomas, “Rain at Funeral” (2005), mm.1-9

The sixth and final etude is inspired by Paul Klee's painting, "Twittering
Machine," but is also written in response to David Rakowski's first piano etude, "E-
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Machines," 26 in which single notes repeat rapidly. Rakowski, another 20th-century
American composer, is most known for his set of 100 explosive, high-energy piano
études. His "E-Machines" contains consistent, repeated sixteenth notes imitating the
steady, mechanical sound (Figure 9a). 27 However, in Thomas’ "Twitter-Machines,"
grace-note figures undermine the regularity of the pulses and force the pianist to be
slightly late in attempting to continue playing the rapid running notes (Figure 9b). 28 It is
particularly interesting that the twittering machine in Paul Klee's painting is operated by a
manual crank instead of by simply pressing a start button. This way, the speed of the
crank and the duration for which it is turned depend on the person operating it; hence, it
remains unpredictable. Thus, in "Twitter-Machines," the grace-note figures, occurring
constantly and unexpectedly throughout the entire piece in numerous combinations to
interrupt the repeated notes, align with the image of Paul Klee's painting.

Augusta Read Thomas, “Composer’s Notes” in Six Piano Etudes (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc, 2006.)
David Rakowski, “E-Machines” from Etudes, Book I, (New York: Edition Peters, 1988), 1.
28
Thomas, Six Piano Etudes, 16.
26
27
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Figure 9 a: David Rakowski (1958-), “E-Machines” (1988), mm.1-9

Figure 9 b: Thomas, “Twitter Machines” (2005), mm.1-4
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Table 1 summarizes Thomas’ use of "connections" and "transformations" in Etudes:
Table 1
“Connections” and “Transformations” in Six Piano Etudes
Six Piano
Etudes
I: Orbital
Beacons

II: Fire
Waltz

Characteristics of Each
Etude

Augusta's Methods
(Transformation)

Clear Layers of the
Background and
Foreground

Sustaining pedal throughout
the piece – Background

Nationalistic Elements:

Boogie-Woogie Bass vs Jazzlike Chords

Bitonality
Irregular Rhythms
Percussive Sound

Extended Chords with
Gradual Changing Dynamics
Manipulate Bells and Chimes

IV: On
Twilight

Precisely Organized
Materials

Precise Dynamic and
Articulation

Wide-raging
Flexibility

Jazzy Harmonies Covering
High and Low Registers

Subtle and Intricate

Quiet Dynamics &Timbre

Wide Range

High and Low Registers

Long Resonance

Slow Tempo
Long Sustaining Pedal for
Entire Piece

High-Energy MachineLike Sound

Rapid Repeated Single-Notes

Interruption

Béla Bartók
(1881-1945)

Irregular Accented
Chords/Notes

Religious Atmosphere

VI: TwitterMachines

Luciano Berio
(1925-2003)

Extreme Contrasts between
loudness and softness-Foreground

III:
Cathedral
Waterfall

V: Rain at
Funeral

Connections

Olivier
Messiaen
(1908-1992)

Sustaining the End of Each
Phrase to Create an Echo

Grace-Notes Figures "Mess
Up" the Gesture

Pierre Boulez
(1925-2016)

Morton
Feldman
(1926-1987)

David
Rakowski
(Born.1958)
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The Six Piano Etudes demonstrate how Thomas uses her compositional language
to transform each of these six composers' unique characteristics and build connections
between her music and that of the others.
In Traces, Thomas creates a platform to have composers from different periods
intersect. She explains that the compositional process could be compared to creating a
new recipe with ingredients that might not normally be combined. 29 Before she started
writing anything, she had asked herself several questions: How would the sound be when
Schumann’s "The Poet Speaks" 30 is crossed with George Crumb's unorthodox approach
to playing the piano inside the instrument? How might Scarlatti's baroque ornamentation
sound if combined with the virtuosity of American Jazz pianist Art Tatum? How might
the rhythmic rigidity of the tango sound when it is crossed with Jazz Saxophonist John
Coltrane's improvisational high-speed arpeggios and scale patterns? What would happen
when the crunchy dissonance of American Jazz Pianist Thelonious Monk's playing
encountered Chopin's lyrical, expressive melodies? Or, what would happen if the worlds
of J.S Bach and Bebop collided? 31 These cross-fertilized sounds are the creative
possibilities that Thomas imagines in this set of five pieces.
Thomas seeks to find connections between composers from different periods or
from two different styles, and she finds connections in a variety of ways. She has the
pianist pluck inside the piano to create resonance while she indicates a slow tempo in
"Reverie" to imitate the storytelling scenario in Schumann's "Poet Speaks."

Augusta Read Thomas, Zoom interview by author, December 3, 2020.
Schumann, Op.15, Kinderszenen (1938).
31
Thomas, “Composer’s Note” in Traces.
29
30
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Scarlatti wrote numerous of keyboard sonatas with fast-running passages, many
of which require a virtuosic technique, which perfectly match Art Tatum’s piano
improvisation with his rapid-running scales and arpeggios. Tatum’s improvisations were
filled with passages of extraordinary virtuosity, and the same can be said for Scarlatti,
within the context of the Baroque period. In "Caprice," Thomas uses a fast-tempo, quasiimprovisation as a perfect stage to present virtuosic piano skills and bring Scarlatti and
Tatum together.
The vigorous and playful feeling in Piazzolla's tango and Coltrane's incredible
speed of improvisatory running notes connects these two contrasting styles to be
presented together in the third movement of Traces, "Tango." At the same time, their
shared interests of using dissonance and chromaticism work smoothly in both the
harmonic language of Tango as well as the free passages reminiscent of "Coltrane"
(Figures 10a-c).
In the "Impromptu" (Figure 11c) 32 , the two characteristics that Monk and Chopin
have in common are the extensive use of chromaticism and improvisation (Figures 11a
and 11b). The last piece of the set, "Toccata," shows off the pianist's advanced technique
and effortless playing style, which is also the playing style for both the toccata and
bebop.

32

Thomas, Traces, p12.
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Figure 10 a: Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992), La Grade Tango 33 (1982), Use of Extended
Jazz Harmonies but Arranged in a Way that Can Bring out the Maximal Dissonance
(Cluster of 2nds), mm.11-12

Figure 10 b: John Coltrane, Transcription of "My Favorite Things" 34 (1541), Added
Dissonance in the Chords

Figure 10 c: Thomas, Combination of Juxtaposition of Chords and Improvisatory
Passages in "Tango" from Traces (2006), m. 31

Astor Piazzolla, Le Grand Tango, (Berben Edizioni Musicali: Ancona, Italy, 2002), p.1.
John Coltrane, “My Favorite Things” in “Best of John Coltrane---Atlantic SD 1541”, John Coltrane
Omnibook, (Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Corporation, 1973), p197.
33
34
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Figure 11 a: Thelonious Monk (1917-1982), "Blue Monk" 35 (1954), Chromatic Use,
mm.1-5

Figure 11 b: Frederick Chopin (1810-1849), "Nocturne in Bb Minor", Op.9 No.1 36
(1831), Chromatic Use and Improvisation, m.4

Figure 11 c: Thomas, "Impromptu" from Traces (2006), Chromatic Use and
Improvisatory Feeling, mm.18-20

Thelonious Monk, “Blue Monk”, (Japan: Thelonious Music Corporation, 1962), accessed on May 17,
2020, https://theloniousspheremonk.weebly.com/uploads/1/5/3/6/15366006/blue_monk_6_pages.pdf.
36
Frederick Chopin, edited by Herrmann Scholtz, “Nocturne in Bb minor, Op.9 No.1”, Sämtliche
Pianoforte-Werke, Band I, (Leipzig: C.F. Peters, 1905), p3.
35
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Table 2 summarizes Thomas’ use of “connections” and “transformations” in Traces:
Table 2
“Connections” and “Transformations” in Traces
Traces
I: Reverie

II: Caprice

Composer A &
Elements Being
Transformed
Schumann (18101856)
"Poet Speaks" from
Op.15 (Intimate and
Expressive)

Slow Tempo

Scarlatti (1685-1757)

Fast Tempo

Baroque
Ornamentation

Playful

Rapid Virtuosic
Passages
III: Tango

Astor Piazzolla
(1933-1990)
Tango (Highly
Rhythmic Accents)
Extensive use of
Dissonance and
Chromatic Segments

IV:
Impromptu

V: Toccata

Intertwine
Effects
(Connections)

Thelonious Monk
(1917-1982):

Dreamy
Resonant

Virtuosity
Improvisatory

Playful
High Energy
Juxtaposition of
Chords

Improvisation

Composer B &
Elements Being
Transformed
George Crumb
(Born. 1929)
Prepared Piano Sound

Art Tatum
(1909-1956)
An American Jazz Pianist
Rapid Running Scales and
Arpeggios

John Coltrane
(1926-1967)
Free Style of Rapid Runs
that Contain Tremendous
Chromatic and Added NonChord Notes

Frederick Chopin (18101849):

Dissonant Chords

Dissonance and
Chromatic Use

Nocturne Impromptu
(Dreamy, Improvisatory, and
Chromatic feeling)

J.S Bach (1685-1750)

Playful

Bebop:

A Baroque-era
Composer

Irregular
Phrases

A Style of Jazz

Toccata: Free style of
playing, Virtuosic,
Lots arpeggio runs

Complex
Rhythms

Crunchy Dissonance

Virtuosic, Complex
Harmonies, Angular,
Chromatic
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3. All the Musical Elements Form a "Gestalt"
Thomas has said that she composes a work in which every musical parameter is
aligned in a “holistic gestalt” 37 (Figure 12).
Instrumentation, rhythm, harmony, counterpoint, flux, density, pitch, dynamics,
harmonic rhythm, color, tessitura, flow, modulation, and balance all come together to
form the elements of this overarching "gestalt." 38 Before composing the music itself,
Thomas already has a written-out blueprint consisting of the different layers of her ideas.
She mentioned in our interview that sketches of Six Piano Etudes and Traces are
unavailable, but her sketch of the string quartet, Rise Chanting (2002) demonstrates this
compositional process.
Thomas typically begins her compositional process with a blueprint that contains
the harmonies, pitches, rhythm syntax, and encoded text that she will use for this piece. It
often also includes the style and the emotional impact that she intends for the music.
Figure 13a 39 shows the rhythmic contour marked with measure numbers. Figure 13b 40
shows the graphic sketch of the rhythmic and contrapuntal outlines of "Bind me" by the
poet Wallace Stevens (the first section of Rise Chanting). Figure 13c 41 presents a general
structure of how the poems will link with each other musically through the selected
chords and rhythms. At this point, all the elements come together to form this gestalt.
Performers are then asked to connect each component in their interpretation of the music.

Thomas, Presentation at University of Chicago. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JT1HH0ucK4&t=1177s.
38
Augusta Read Thomas, “lecture at the University of Chicago's Gleacher Center,” accessed on May 9,
2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JT1HH0uc-K4.
39
Augusta Read Thomas, Sketches for Rise Chanting (2002), J & J Lubrano Music Antiquarians, accessed
on May 9, 2021, https://jjlubrano.home.blog/2020/10/05/augusta-read-thomas/24/.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
37
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My music, which is organic and, at every level, concerned with transformations
and connections, should be played so that the inner life of the different rhythmic,
timbral, and pitch syntaxes are made explicit and are then organically allied to one
another with characterized phrasing of rhythm, color, harmony, counterpoint,
tempo, keeping it alive – continuously sounding spontaneous. 42
Figure 13 a: Augusta Read Thomas’ Autograph Musical Sketch of Rhythmic Contour for
Rise Chanting (2002)

Figure 13 b: Thomas’ Graphic Sketch of Contrapuntal and Rhythmic Contours along with
the Poem "Bind me" by Wallace Stevens for Rise Chanting

Figure 13 c: Thomas’ General Sketch of Intersections Between the Chords and Lyrics for
Rise Chanting.

Thomas, “August Read Thomas-Composer-Works,”
http://www.augustareadthomas.com/works/index.html#:~:text=%22My%20music%2C%20which%20is%2
0organic,of%20rhythm%2C%20color%2C%20harmony%2C.

42
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Figure 12: Thomas’ Artistic Visualization of "Gestalt" 43

Augusta Read Thomas, Sketches for Rise Chanting (2002), J & J Lubrano Music Antiquarians,
https://jjlubrano.home.blog/2020/10/05/augusta-read-thomas/36/.
43
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This chapter discussed the three central compositional principles Augusta Read
Thomas applied in Six Piano Etudes and Traces. It also briefly explained Thomas’
fruitful ideas on how to transform each of the past or living composer's characteristics
into these two sets. Chapter Three will be a more in-depth exploration of the musical
features in both sets, as they contribute to the overall concept of her so-called “gestalt”.
The chapter will break down the elements included in the "gestalt," by using set theory
and other analytical means.
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Chapter III
Exploration of Unpredictability in Six Piano Etudes and Traces
Thomas’ transformational process of incorporating the gestures of the other
composers into her music remains unpredictable for each piece. When zooming in and
examining the sets in detail, there are two primary ways in which she creates
unpredictability. Her organic language successfully builds connections from one piece to
another as one set, and a motivic transformation of the same motive within each piece
results in a feeling of unpredictability.

1. The "Organic" Language Applied to Build Inner Connections
The Six Piano Etudes are composed in pairs, as if looking at two sides of a coin, or
examining both a photograph and its negative (according to the composer's program
notes 44). The etudes are paired in a slow-fast tempo setting, and each pair contains its
own musical language to connect them in one unit.

Harmonic Transformation in Six Piano Etudes
The first two etudes, "Orbital Beacons" and "Fire Waltz," consist of two layers: In
the first etude, the extreme dynamic ranges (pp and ff) contrast with each other, whereas
the steady Boogie-woogie line accompanies the jazz-like chords in the second. Orbital
Beacon's loud notes, strung together (Figure 14a), become the bass line in "Fire Waltz,"
lowered by two octaves (Figure 14b). 45 The soft notes in the first etude form the jazz-like

44
45

Thomas, “Composer’s Notes” in Six Piano Etudes.
Ibid.
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chords in the second etude. Although the soft notes are not shown in their original form
and order as the loud notes in the second etude, the pitch sets in the first one can be
identified in the second etude.

Figure 14 a: Loud Notes in "Orbital Beacons", mm.1-14

Figure 14 b: Bass-line of "Fire Waltz," Derived from sffz Notes of "Orbital Beacons,"
mm.1-10

In "Orbital Beacons," the damper pedal is used throughout with few pedal
changes. By using just a few different chords, these long pedals create an echo effect
without adding too much dissonance. Using set theory in analyzing the first half (mm.117) of the "Orbital Beacons" (which transfers and inverts the normal pitch-class set into
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its most compact form) 46 illustrates Thomas’ creative ways of composing music based on
a limited number of selected chords.
The opening two measures contain two sets (04) and (02368). These seven pitches
[Bb- C#-D-E-F-G#-A] are grouped in different fragments to form various subsets for the
first half (See the table below under the column "Orbital Beacons" for the summary of the
chords). Thomas develops the harmonies in this passage by adding the non-chord tone G
at measure 6 and measure 7, and Db at measure 8 and measure 10, F# at measure 11, and
all three notes at measure 12. With B and D# entering at measure 13 and 14 respectively,
the subsets derived from the opening sets start to blend with these non-chord tones.
Finally, all twelve pitches appear in measure 15, and tension eases from measure 16 to
measure 17 to prepare for the entrance of the second half at measure 18. At measure 14
and measure 15, the sffz group occurs twice and form a new set (02468), which indicates
the original set (02368) is no longer the center from this point.
The utilization of chords in the second etude is related to that of the first etude.
Thomas explains that the notes that were soft in "Orbital Beacons" form the jazz-like
chords 47 in "Fire Waltz." The set theory analysis proves this statement: the prime sets or
the subsets from the first etude form the second etude. For example, from measures 1-31,
although the chords sound as if they were improvised, they are still closely related. The
sub-set (026), (0236), (0268) of the prime set in the first etude (02368) forms the chords
[F-G-B], [F-B-D#], [B-Db-F-G]. The subset (015) from the prime set (0135), (014) from
the prime set (0146), and another subset (0137) from the previous etude all appear in the

John Roeder, "Set (ii)," Grove Music Online, (2001), accessed 12 May. 2021,
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000025512.
47
Thomas, “Composer’s Note” in Six Piano Etudes.
46
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second etude. The set (02468) in measure 15 of the "Orbital Beacons" starts to appear in
the "Fire Waltz" from measure 27.
Table 3 summarizes the pitch-set relationship between "Orbital Beacons" and
"Fire Waltz":
Table 3 48
Harmonic Relationship Between “Orbital Beacons” and “Fire Waltz”
Prime Sets
(02368)

(0236): Subset of (02368)

(02468)

(026): Subset of (02368)

Orbital Beacons

Fire Waltz

(mm.1-15)

(mm.1-31)

m.2

None

None

m.12/m.15/m.17/m.28

m.14/m.15

a. m.27

a. m.8

b. m.11

and (02468)

(0268): Subset of (02368)

b. m.29

a. m.2/
m.7/m.28 b.m.15/m.16/m.18

None

m.23/m.31

a. mm.8

m.1/m.22

and (02468)
(014)

-10 (bass) b. m.10 c. m.11

48

All the examples are not the original music. They are condensed version rearranged by the author.
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(0146)

m.13

m.26

(01369)

m.12 (R.H)

None

(0137)

m.7/ m.10

m.12

m.4

None

(0135)

None

m.12/m.19/m.20

(015)

m.7 (L.H)

M.1

(013): subset of (0137)
and (01369)

Contrasting with the first pair of the etudes, Thomas directly quotes the chords
from Etude No.5, "Rain at Funeral," to form Etude No.6, "Twitter-Machines."
For example, the pitch set [C#-D-Bb] from measure 6 of "Rain at Funeral"
appears as an essential grace-note motive in "Twitter-Machines" in measure 2, measure 5
and measure 32 to undermine the repeated notes. In both etudes, a rapid mood change
always follows the occurrence of this figure. The arpeggio-like run in measure 30 and 31
and the big chord in measure 32 of "Rain at Funeral" appear in measure 22 in "TwitterMachines" to create the dramatic crescendo to fortissimo.
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Table 4 49 summarizes the common chords with the same pitches used in "Rain at
Funeral" and "Twitter-Machines":
Table 4
Chords with the Same Pitches Used in “Rain at Funeral” and “Twitter-Machines”
Rain at Funeral

Twitter-Machines

m.6

m.14

m.16

m.19

m.21

m.9

m.21

m.10

m.11

Some of the clefs and notes of the examples in this table and following ones may be re-typed by the
author for reading purposes, but all the pitches remain the same as they are in the original music.
49

37
m.29
m.19

m.22

G can be considered as the center note for both etudes. In "Rain at Funeral," from
measures 1-10, the function of this slow repeated note is to create a meditative bell sound
for the funeral. It enters at measure 17 again to develop a similar atmosphere to the
opening. G reappears as the center note as a reminder of the funeral march's final bell
(Table 5a). Similarly, in the sixth etude, the occurrence of the repeated G-note indicates
the opening, middle, and end of the music (Table 5b). Since both pieces contain the areas
in which the note G functions as a pedal tone, the analysis of the prime set will exclude
pitch G in those passages.

Table 5 a
G as the Center Note for Etude No.5, "Rain at Funeral"
Opening

Middle (m.17,
as if restarting
the music)

38
Ending

Table 5 b
G as the Center Note for Etude No.6, "Twitter-Machines"
Opening

Middle (m.13,
m15, m.31)

Towards
Ending (m.39)

Similar to "Orbital Beacons," the chords that are used to construct “Rain at
Funeral” are interrelated. The prominent subsets used here are (04), (02), and (013). The
sets (048), (014), (01478), (01346) all contain a subset of (04). Within these sets, (048)
and (014) is a subset of (01478), and (014) is a subset of (01346). (02) is a subset that
forms (026), (0268), and (02468). Viewing from another perspective, (02468) can be
considered as the primary set and the other sets are all its subsets. (013) is another subset
that forms (0135), (0136) and (0137). Each added pitch upon the set (013) eases the
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dense color of this small cluster and turn it into an extended jazz harmony. Tables 6a, 6b
and 6c summarize the primary sets and prominent subsets in "Rain at Funeral." 50

Table 6 a
(04) As a Prominent Subset in “Rain at Funeral”
Prime Set

Rain at Funeral

(04)

a. m.11

(048)

m.12

(014)

a. m.6

(01478)

m.31

(01346)

m.31

b. m.14

b. mm.7-8

All the examples in Table 6a-6c are not the original music. They are condensed version rearranged by the
author.
50
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Table 6 b
(02) As A Prominent Subset in “Rain at Funeral”
Prime Set

Rain at Funeral

(02)

a. m.1

b. mm.8-9

(026)

a. m.16

b. m.25

(0268)

a. m.14

b. m.25

(02468)

m.19

Table 6 c:
(013) As A Prominent Subset in “Rain at Funeral”
Prime Set

Rain at Funeral

(013)

a. m.32

(0135)

m.14

(0136)

mm.28-29

b. mm.35-36

c. m.24
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(0137)

m.25 (R.H)

Contrasting with the first and third pairs, where the harmonic connections could
be ambiguous, Thomas’ harmonic usage for the second pair is relatively explicit. The use
of major-2nd intervals (02) connects “Cathedral Waterfall” and “On Twilight” as one
unit. As discussed in Chapter Two, the major 2nds symbolize the resonance of sounding
bells (played both simultaneously and consecutively) in “Cathedral Waterfall.” In “On
Twilight,” the major 2nd is the predominant interval used to construct the entire piece.
Symbolically, this dissonance also sets the scene in twilight, when the stars, moon, and
sun can all be seen together in the same sky.
Through this use of prime set analysis, we see that only a few sets are used to
construct the etudes, but the sets are elaborated and transposed into different chords to
connect every two etudes as a pair.

Grace Notes as a Common Feature in Traces
One way in which Thomas helps undermine a steady pulse in each individual
piece in Traces is by having grace notes before the beat in order to create a jazz-like
feeling. The first piece, "Reverie," serves as an introduction to "Caprice" (Table 7). The
second piece, "Caprice," starts on a soft pitch A, which is the cadence for the first half of
"Reverie." The grace-note figures flourish in “Caprice”, and the performer can fluctuate
the tempo when playing those figures according to the composer’s instruction. Although
the third piece, "Tango," lacks explicit grace-note figures, the passages with the "slinky-
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like" markings sound and function as grace notes that interrupt the strict rhythmic pulses
of a tango. In "Impromptu," grace notes add playful color to the repeated notes and
disturb the pulse. In "Toccata," the grace notes add a flavor of humor to the mechanical
rhythmic patterns and function as a transition to change the rhythmic pattern for the
upcoming running passages.

Table 7
"Reverie" Functions as the Introduction to "Caprice"
Cadence ends on A at m.6

The first movement ends with a natural
disappearing of the resonance

Responded by the beginning of the second
movement

Table 8 summarizes the concept of graces notes undermining the pulse to create
improvisational jazz-feeling:
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Table 8
Improvisational Jazz-Feeling Created by Grace-Notes
Movement

Examples of Grace-Note Figures

II: Caprice

a. m.5

b. m.15

III: Tango

a. m.3

b. m.17

IV: Impromptu

a. m.9

V: Toccata

a. m.20

b. m.47

b. m.24

c. m.41

c. m.24

c. m.61

c. m.52
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The grace notes function as a thread sewing the separate pieces into one big
picture. Moreover, within each piece, Thomas also uses her personal voice to connect
herself with each named composer.

Composer’s Personal Voice in "Reverie"
In "Poet Speaks" of Op.15, Schumann kept each of the four voices in each phrase
within a very small range (mostly in a range of a 3rd): the largest leap in the melody is a
perfect fourth, and the rest of the melody is restricted to stepwise movement (Figure 15a).
Similarly, in "Reverie," Thomas minimizes the movement within each voice, helping to
evoke a similarly "dreamy" atmosphere. Plucking the piano strings, also a technique that
George Crumb used in his piano works, adds additional color to the voices.
The pitch D4 serves as the static pedal tone from measure 1 to measure 5 and
resolves to E4 at measure 6. The middle voice, which serves as the melody [C5-B4-G4A4], contains a small leap of a third, and the rest are in stepwise motion. This feeling of
serenity is interrupted by the note F#5, which comes between the notes B4 and G4. In the
second half of the movement, the voices have expanded from three layers to four. The
new two pedal notes at the extreme register of the piano (C#1 and C5), add a layer of
intensity. The melody remains calm and consists of all small intervals of no larger than a
third. The high voice [F#5-G#5-Bb7] interrupts the continuation of the melody (Figure
15b).
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Figure 15 a: Robert Schumann, "Poet Speaks" from Op.15, mm.1-4

Figure 15 b: Thomas’ Voice-Leading in "Reverie" (Re-arranged by the Author)

Composer's Creative Compositional Method in “Caprice”
The “Caprice” from the Traces carries the subtitle, "Like Scarlatti's Baroque
Ornamentation Crossed with Art Tatum." We would then expect that it will be a fast
piece with elements borrowed from Scarlatti-like ornamentation and Art Tatum's piano
style, in which the stride-piano style accompanies the incredibly high speed of the
improvised melody. In the baroque era, ornaments are generally started from the top note
rather than from the main note except with specific notation. Art Tatum's running notes
are built on altered chords, and the excerpt below demonstrates a tonal analysis of the
running notes (Figure 16). His playing features the regular use of tenths in the left hand.
In addition, to play in a swing style, the off-beats are accentuated over the downbeats.
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Figure 16: Art Tatum, "Tiger Rag" Transcriptions, mm.23-26 51

In "Caprice," one might expect to hear baroque-style ornaments and "Tatum-like"
running passages. However, Thomas is more creative and goes against these expectations
while still honoring traditions. Firstly, the ornaments begin, more often than not, on the
main note (lower note) to go to the upper note. Secondly, grace notes are inserted in order
to disrupt the steadiness of the pulse, and a more improvisational feel is achieved by
using accentuations on the off-beats. Thirdly, the independence of the complex rhythmic
patterns in both hands enrich the density of the counterpoint. Lastly, the direction of the
dynamic range from extremely quiet to loud clarifies beginnings and ends of phrases.
Another point of similarity between Scarlatti and Tatum is that their music is
homophonic (there is a clear melodic line accompanied by chords). By contrast,
“Caprice” is highly contrapuntal, containing two independent voices against each other.

Art Tatum, “Tiger Rag” as played in his 1933 Recording,
https://www.sheetsdaily.com/piano/sheets/45208/Art_Tatum_Tiger_Rag.html.
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Capturing the Language and Features of a Tango
The Argentine composer Astor Piazzolla's tangos are distinctive from the
traditional tango in that they sometimes include a fugal section, extreme chromaticism,
dissonance, and jazz elements.
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However, his "nuevo tango" and the traditional tango

both are highly syncopated and passionate. The rhythm in the first measure (Figure 17b)
of Thomas’ Tango is one of the most common tango rhythms that Piazzolla used in his
own music (Figure 17a), but Thomas does not stick to this strict tango rhythm for even
one full bar. She is only interested in shaping a shadow of the tango rhythm in order to
create a tango feel. Then, she immediately twists the rhythm with her accented rhythmic
groupings. However, the idea of using triplets is applied throughout the piece, both in the
tango and improvisatory sections, to connect contrasting sections as one movement. In
the tango-like section, immediately after measure 1, Thomas changes the meter to 9/8, so
there are three triplet-groups in each measure (Figure 17c). In the improvisatory section,
she applies augmentation or diminution to the eighth-note triplets (Table 9). Although the
triplets are the most common rhythmic pattern in "Tango," more accents are placed in
tango-like passages and more gradual dynamic changes are placed in the jazzy passages
to create contrasts between the sections.

Cliff Eisen, "Piazzolla, Astor." Grove Music Online, (2001), accessed July 10, 2021.
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000045192?rskey=StRhXO
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Figure 17 a: Astor Piazzolla La Grande Tango 53, mm.1-3

Figure 17 b: Augusta Read Thomas, "Tango" from Traces, m.1

Figure 17 c: Thomas, "Tango" in 9/8 meter, mm.2-4
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Astor Piazzolla, La Grande Tango, (Ancona, Italy: Berben Edizioni Musicali), 1.
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Table 9
Thomas, "Tango", Triplets in Various Forms, First Section (mm.1-33)
Time Value of Triplets

Examples

One Eighth Note

a. m.5

One Quarter Note (Filled with

a. m.5

b. m.17

b. m.11

c. m.29

Notes)

One Quarter Note with Rests

a. m.8

Two Quarter Notes

a. m.6

b. m.11

b. m.25

c. m. 23
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Two Quarter Notes with Rests

m.20

Juxtaposition of Triplet Rhythms

m.14

The use of the triplets in various ways simulates unpredictability, but at the same
time, it also increases the sense of ambiguity for the listener as it relates to the tango
itself. Thomas explicitly refreshes the sound of the tango in the opening section, quoting
directly from the chords of the beginning measure in later tango sections (Table 10)
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Table 10
Direct Quotes from the Opening Tango Section in Various Forms
From Opening Tango
Occurrence (mm.1-2)

From Second Tango
Occurrence (mm.8-11)
From Third Tango
Occurrence (mm.16- 20)

From Fourth Tango
Occurrence (mm.34- 38)

Fifth Tango Occurrence
(mm.39- 40)
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2. Motivic Transformation
Thomas uses small motives to construct each individual movement in Traces. She
chooses to vary her musical material in different ways, including using different rhythmic
groupings, changing meters, contrasting dynamics and transposition in order to create
unpredictability.
"Reverie" from Traces, "Orbital Beacons", "Cathedral Waterfall", and "Rain at
Funeral" from Six Piano Etudes are all in a slow tempo and include passages that imitate
a bell sound. In these pieces, Thomas uses three methods to simulate spontaneity: The
different time duration before and after the bell-sound notes; extreme dynamic contrasts
between different layers of the notes; and the specific instructions concerning the sound
effects of particular notes.

Transformational Process of "Reverie"
In "Reverie", each individual note includes a dynamic marking and a description
of the sound effect. In other words, every single note in this piece gets its own, unique
color. The pitch C4 is in a forte dynamic at the opening but also needs to sound "elegant
and patient." All the bell-sound notes are played by plucking the piano strings. Even with
consecutive pizzicato, the dynamics do not remain static. At measures 10-13, there is a
gradual crescendo when the pianist plucks Eb and F, F-natural and D to create more
layers of the bell sound. As the tension builds, an interval of a minor second appears to
establish a conflict between the two notes through the use of contrasting dynamics and
differing touches, both on the keyboard and strings. The pitch C5 appears three times
throughout the piece, but never does it have the same dynamic marking. The first time it
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is marked forte, while second time it is in mezzo piano, and the last time it is in piano.
Lastly, each rest between two notes has a different duration. In fact, there are no two rests
with the same duration in this piece. This attention to detail, even in the rests, once again
shows how the composer creates unpredictability.
Figure 18a and 18b visualize the unpredictability in "Reverie." Figure 18a is the
summary of the first section, measures 1-6, and Figure 18b is the summary of the section,
measures 16-17. An eighth-note duration forms a cell; the highlighted parts indicate the
duration of holding the note. However, the damper pedal is held throughout the entire
piece, so the resonance from the previous notes continues until the end.

Figure 18 a: “Reverie,” First Section, mm.1-6
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Figure 18 b: “Reverie,” Second Section, mm.7-17

Transformational Process of "Cathedral Waterfall"
Another example of composed spontaneity can be found in the third etude,
"Cathedral Waterfall." To depict the cathedral-like serenity and the sound of the
"waterfall of chimes," 54 the music needs to flow and include the sound of a cathedral's
carillon. When the music depicts many bells being struck at once, the chords are assigned
a specific dynamic (Figure 19a), and when the bells are struck consecutively, the
dynamics will increase or decrease gradually to create a connected line (Figure 19b).
Even if the same bells are struck repeatedly, a specific dynamic will be assigned to each
individual note (Figure 19c).
Furthermore, to evoke the feeling of an open sacred space, Thomas indicates how
many seconds to hold the notes (Figure 19c). At the same time, the feeling of
unpredictability remains, as each single sound is cultivated in a different color, dynamic,
and duration.
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Thomas, “Composer’s Note” in Six Piano Etudes.
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Figure 19 a: Thomas, "Cathedral Waterfall," Bells Being Struck Together, m.36, m.40,
m.44

Figure 19 b: Thomas, "Cathedral Waterfall," Bells Being Struck One After Another,
m.32, m.49

Figure 19 c: Thomas, "Cathedral Waterfall," One Bell Being Struck Repeatedly, mm.4247

"Fire Waltz," "On Twilight" and "Twitter-Machines" from the Etudes, and
"Caprice," "Tango," "Impromptu" and "Toccata" from the Traces are all in a relatively
fast tempo. It becomes unnecessary for the composer to mark each note as she does in the
slow pieces since it will be less practical for the performers to follow the score at the
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faster tempos. In those pieces, motivic transformation becomes the primary way for the
composer to simulate unpredictability.

Motivic Transformation in "Caprice"
The opening gesture of "Caprice" (Figure 20) occurs a total of ten times, all
within its two-and-half minute duration. However, the opening gesture appears either
modulated, or in fragments, or in different registers, or with doubled voices, but never in
the exact same way as it does in the beginning. Thomas’ use of the motive in “Caprice” is
similar to how Bach might vary the subject in his fugues: An answer imitates the subject
but does not reproduce all the exact same intervals found in the subject, and the subject
may be inverted and transposed.
The motive appears on a G4-A4 trill-like figure in the beginning. In measure 10, it
is transposed to a B4-C#5 trill (altered to start on A4 instead of on B4). Within the
transposed motive, the semitone also begins to replace the original whole-step running
figures. The third time the motive occurs is in measure 12, and is transposed a half-step
down from the previous instance beginning on C in the lower C3 key area. This
occurrence retains the half-steps and replaces the original motive; additionally, the
introduction of rests at this point begins to interrupt the running motive, simulating
unpredictability. The motive is doubled in sixths at measure 29 in order to intensify the
driving motion, and it starts directly on the second half of the motive and is transposed to
C4. The motive recurs at measure 36 (5th time), measure 39 (6th time) and measures 4142 (7th time). All three entrances are introduced by a long trill and start on the second half
of the original motive. Compared to the fifth time, the voices of the sixth and seventh
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occurrence (m.39; mm.41-42) are doubled in thirds, but the fifth time (mm.41-42) is
marked to be played with more freedom. By contrast, the seventh time is back to the
beginning tempo, and each occurrence of the motive is transposed. Moreover, in this
instance, the motive leads directly into an eighth iteration (mm.43-44) through a
continuation of a crescendo without any transition between two motivic occurrences. The
trill-figure, in the left hand, is an inversion of the original motive. Here however, the
motive is split between the middle and very high registers signaling the arrival of the
climax. The ninth occurrence (mm.46-47) also begins directly on the second half of the
motive at measure 46, and it continues with the material that appeared in measure 3 and
4, but inverted and transposed. Throughout “Caprice,” the material in measure 3 and
measure 4 is also recycled in various ways to connect each reappearance of the motive
smoothly. At measure 49 (tenth and final occurrence of the motive), the motive follows
immediately after the ninth occurrence, without transition. The trill figure is not in an
interval of seconds as before but in sevenths and appears in the extreme low register of
the piano for maximum intensity.

Figure 20: Thomas, "Caprice," Original Motive, mm.2-3
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Table 11 shows each occurrence of the beginning motive and the changes of each
occurrence compared to the original motive (T=Transposed, R= Rhythmic Changes
D=Dynamic Changes, I=Inverted, VD= Voice Doubled, RS=Register Shifts,
F/S=Beginning on the First or Second Half of the Motive)
Table 11
Changes of Each Occurrence Compared to the Original Motive
Occurrence in Chronological Order

T

R

D

I

VD RS

F/S

F



  



F

  

 

S



S
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mm.41-42







S







S

F

 

m.46



 



S

m.49



 



F

Bass-Line Transformation in "Fire Waltz"
"Fire Waltz", is also written in a perpetual motion style, generated by the boogiewoogie bass-line (mm.1-10, see previous Figure 14b). Traditionally, boogie-woogie
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contains a fixed chord progression with the same repeated accompanying pattern played
by the left hand, while the right-hand improvises. In this piece however, Thomas includes
the left hand in the "improvisational" by changing the rhythmic syntax—shortening,
transposing or elaborating fragments of the bass-line in each occurrence (mm.16-23,
Figure 21a). The second complete original bass-line does not occur until the music has
been played halfway through, and this occurrence is played by the right hand in the
middle register (mm.66- 74, Figure 21b). While all strategies which Thomas uses to vary
the bass-line in the first half of the piece are maintained, the bass-line figure starts to shift
and travel between high and low registers constantly to increase the instability in the
second half of the piece (Figure 21c).

Figure 21 a: Thomas, Variation of the Opening Bass-line in "Fire Waltz", mm.16-23
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Figure 21 b: Bass-line Occurrence in the R.H, mm.66-74

Figure 21 c: Modified Bass-line Travels between Low and High Registers, mm.98-102

Motivic Transformation of "Twitter-Machines" and "Impromptu"
The juxtaposition of the complex rhythms on single repeated notes in "TwitterMachines" resembles the chaos of a flock of birds that are perched on a branch. The
speed with which the crank turns and the pitches of birds' chirping are both unpredictable.
Similarly, the repeated notes are modulated numerous times in the entire piece and travel
between the high and middle registers, mimicking the birds' singing (Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Thomas, "Twitter-Machines," Complex Rhythmic Juxtaposition, mm.9-10

"Twitter-Machines" is also included as the second part of “Impromptu,” in
Traces. The repeated-note motive is a transformational idea for Thomas as a way to unify
the first section with the second. The fluctuating tempi help to create a sense of
improvisation. While the repeated notes in the first half of the movement are not required
to be played as fast as in the second half, the composer uses the same strategy as she does
in slow pieces, such as giving each note a specific dynamic, changing the note's value and
articulation, or adding grace notes to generate constant surprises (Figure 23a). Towards
the end of the first section, the fast, repetitive notes are inserted, creating a smooth
transition to the second section (where the "Twitter-Machines" is about to start, Figure
23b).

Figure 23 a: "Impromptu," Variation of the Same Pitch in the First Section, mm.1-4
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Figure 23 b: Fast, Repetitive Notes Occurs at the End of the First Section of the
"Impromptu", m.47, m.50

Similar to "Tango," the first part of "Impromptu" moves between a highly
rhythmic section and more improvisatory lyrical section. To make the rhythmic part
highly distinguished from the other, Thomas also applies direct quotes of the chords as
she does in "Tango." However, she compresses or stretches the rhythm and changes
dynamics to create more "surprises," even while using the same chords (Table 12).

Table 12
Variation of Same Chords in "Impromptu"
mm.15-16

mm.39-40
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mm.42-43

Rhythmic Transformation in "Toccata"
The purpose of a Toccata is to show off the performer's technique, allowing for
little or no rest, while the rhythmic pattern of a perpetual motion remains consistent
throughout. Thomas follows this tradition in her “Toccata” for only two measures.
Starting in measure 3, the passages work is interrupted by the insertions of trills or the
more complex rhythmic patterns such as triplets, quadruplets, quintuplets, sextuplets, and
septuplets (Figure 24a). Furthermore, starting from measure 9, rests are inserted at
different points, which interrupt the steady flow of notes, and create more rhythmic
instability (Figure 24b).

Figure 24 a: Complex Rhythms and Trills Replace the Regular Toccata-Style Runs in
Thomas’ "Toccata", m.6, mm.29-30
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Figure 24 b: Rests Replace the Constant Running Notes in Thomas’ "Toccata"
Rests Interrupt Even 32nd -Note Runs
(m.9)

Rests Interrupt the Complex
Rhythmic Patterns (m.14)

Augusta Read Thomas believes that all musical elements work together to form
an overarching "gestalt". Before actual writing of the music, this “gestalt” is laid out in a
highly detailed manuscript which thoughtfully expresses her ideas, and allows her to plan
both a structure to her music, and ways of incorporating quasi-improvisational points. In
Six Piano Etudes and Traces, Thomas transforms and connects features of past and
present composers with her "organic" language in a number of ways. These ways include
giving individual notes extremely detailed instructions and varying the same motive in
creative ways. The detail, care and creativity in her writing all contribute to the success of
her music. This unique, meaningful, and ultimately successful compositional style has
helped to make her one of the most prominent voices in composition in the world today.
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